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Abstract

The reason to use the information transfer is because the students not only focus to listen but also to transfer the point what they hear. The main problem of this study was “Is it effective to teach listening by using information transfer diagram activity to the seventh grade students?” The method of the research used in this study was pre-experimental method. Based on the result of the data analysis, it was found that teaching listening by using information transfer diagram activity to the seventh grade students.
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INTRODUCTION

Now English is being important, especially for the collegians to help them in communication, science and also technology with other countries in the world easier. In Indonesia, English has been chosen as the first foreign language to be taught from the elementary school up to the college students. The students should master four language skills that should be owned by students, namely reading, listening, writing and speaking which relate to each other. According to Brown (2006), listening is a complex activity, and they can help students comprehend what they hear by activating their prior knowledge. Actually, Listening is the first stage to students to comprehend and improve their reading, writing, and speaking skill. In practice listening, the students acquire new vocabulary, pronunciation of word unconsciously.

Actually, listening as a receptive skill is one of difficult English skill. Many reasons why the students thought listening is difficult skill. However, Ningsih (2014) Listening is one of the skills that should be learned and mastered, but the students still have problem about it. Based on the writer’s observation and also after the writer interviewed with the students of the state Madrasah Tsanawiyah Sakatiga of Indralaya about the process of teaching listening
comprehension in their classroom, the writer found the problems. Low motivation of the students, it made the students is not interested in listening. They got problem to listen well, especially when they heard English native speaker. Additionally, when the speaker spoke quickly, the students felt hard to identify words because of different stress, rhythm, and intonation pattern of native speaker. The students cannot get the point what speaker say, even they cannot remember what they heard. It made them bored to learn. Monotone lessons, of listening skill is always disregarded in teaching and learning process especially in junior high school, whereas listening has important role to master English. In teaching, the teachers just give listening material to students listen and write the answer correctly without knowing whether they understand the content of text. According to Wilson (2008), many of the differences between reading and listening illustrate just why listening is considered a difficult skill. The difficulties can be grouped into four general categories: characteristics of the message, the delivery, the listener and the environment. Jaya et al (2018) mention that in teaching English especially listening, teacher should apply an effective strategy, thus the students would be easily understanding the material.

In this problem, it was the great duty for English teacher to describe that listening in English is different from listening in mother tongue normally, and the teacher should be smart to find a suitable technique to teach listening. Talib (2014) to overcome the problem in teaching listening the writer will apply the strategy of information transfer diagram activity. The reason to used information transfer technique is because the students not only focus to listen but also to transfer the point what they hear in their group from loudspeaker or the teacher’s sound. This technique made the students have the way to get information what they heard, where the students will try to transfer information what they heard in a diagram, picture, or graph. According to Wilson (2008), information transfer is the students complete a diagram or drawing based on what they hear. Here is a simple, low-level information transfer activity: the students each have an illustration of an empty plate. In pairs, they take turns to describe what they ate for lunch that day while their partner attempts to draw the food on the plate. According to a research result, conducted by Palmer (1982) It was mentioned that using transfer diagram activity was effective in teaching listening. thus, the
Using…

writer conducted a research entitled “Teaching listening by using information transfer diagram activity to the seventh grade students of High School”

**RESEARCH METHOD**

In this research, the writer used a pre-experimental method (the one group pre-test and post-test). In the one-group pre-test-post-test design, a single group measured or observed not only after being exposed to a treatment of some sort, but also before (Frankel, Wallen and Hyun, 2012). Population is the larger group to which one hopes to apply the results. Population is all the subject of the research. The writer took the population from all of the seventh grade students of the state Madrasah Tsanawiyah Sakatiga of Indralaya in academic year of 2019/2020. There were consist of 9 classes and the total number of the population is 309 students. The test was used to collect data on subject’s ability or knowledge. According to Brown (2004), a test is a method of measuring a person’s ability, knowledge, or performance in a given domain. Test is any series of questions or exercise and other means which is used to measure competence, knowledge, intelligence, and ability or talent which is possess by individual or group.

In collecting data, the writer will use written test with test type multiple choice and true/false questions that consist of 20 multiple choices and 20 true false questions. Each multiple choice questions has four options and the test consists of 40 items. The students are asked to answer the questions after listen descriptive text from the teacher two or more times.

In this research, the writer conducted two tests to the students. There are pre-test and post-test. Pre-test will give before the writer teaches the new material by using information transfer, the writer does the test relate in the materials to the students. state that an assessment instrument is to have a good quality if the instruments has or accomplishes two things, namely accuracy or validity and consistency or reliability. Meanwhile, Post-test will be given after the writer does experiment or gives treatment by using information transfer technique in teaching materials
FINDING AND DISCUSSION

The findings of the study showed the result of pre-test, post-test, and matched t-test in doing the research. Based on the result, the writer found that teaching listening by using information transfer diagram activity to the seventh grade students of the state Madrasah Tsanawiyah Sakatiga of Indralaya was effective. Talib (2014) claims that teaching listening would be good if the teacher applies information transfer technique. Thus is is suggested that in doing the activity, the writer got progress the ability of students in studying listening of descriptive text by using information transfer diagram activity. It was because the students’ score increased after doing treatment by using information transfer diagram activity.

According to Wilson (2008), information transfer: the students a complete diagram or drawing based on what they hear. Palmer (1982) mentions that information transfer diagram activity is effective, here is a simple, low-level information transfer activity: the students each have an illustration of an empty plate. Based on the finding of this study, the average score in post-test ($\overline{x}_1$) was 7 and the average score in pre-test ($\overline{x}_2$) was 5.38. It showed that the ability of students’ score in pretest was low ability level and after doing treatment the students’ score in post-test was good enough level.

The students got progress the ability of students in studying listening of descriptive text by using information transfer diagram activity, where the students could focus and has known the technique to interpret the message of audio descriptive text. It indicated that the students get better skill through information transfer diagram activity and it motivates the students to explore their listening ability, where the average score in the post-test was higher than the average score in the pre-test. Meanwhile, the result of matched t-test was 8.53 exceeding 1.692 as its critical value at significant levels of 5% or .05 with df (33), for one tailed test. Based on the result of matched t-test, the null hypotheses ($H_0$) was rejected because of $t_{obtained}$ of 8.53 exceeded 1.692 and consequently the alternate hypothesis ($H_a$) was accepted or successful. It means that teaching listening by using information transfer diagram activity to the seventh grade students of the state Madrasah Tsanawiyah Sakatiga of Indralaya was significantly effective.
CONCLUSION

Based on the finding of this study, the average score in post-test ($\bar{x}_1$) was 7 and the average score in pre-test ($\bar{x}_2$) was 5.38. It showed that the ability of students’ score in pretest was low ability level and after doing treatment the students’ score in post-test was good. Thus, the students got the progress in studying listening of descriptive text by using information transfer diagram activity, where the students could focus and has known the technique to interpret the message of audio descriptive text. Talib (2014) delivers that the students get better skill through information transfer diagram activity and it motivates the students to explore their listening ability, Information Transfer Diagram Activity in teaching listening descriptive text was helpful and made the students and the teacher interest in teaching and learning listening skill. Wilson (2008) states that transfer diagram would be effective in teaching listening. Thus, it could be seen through the result of the pre-test and post-test scores of the students’ test. The post test score was higher than the result of pre-test score. The students’ average scores in pre-test was 5.38. The students’ highest scores in pre-test was 7.75 and the students’ lowest scores in pre-test was 3.0. After being taught listening descriptive text by using Information Transfer Diagram Activity, the students’ average scores in the post-test increased to be 7.0. The highest score in post-test was 8.75 and the lowest score in post-test was 4.75.

The result calculation in the matched t-test was 8.53. The t-obtained was higher than critical value (1.692). The writer concluded that the null hypothesis (Ho) was rejected and the alternative hypothesis (Ha) was accepted. Thus, the finding is relevant to the finding by Palmer (1982) that also claims that information transfer diagram activity is effective to be used in teaching listening. Finally it is concluded that teaching listening by using information transfer diagram activity was effective to the seventh grade students of the state Madrasah Tsanawiyah Sakatiga of Indralaya.
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